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SUMMARY

Birth         Name:         Oprah         Gail         Winfrey
Current/Short         Name:         Oprah         Winfrey
Birth         Date:         January         29,         1954

Your         Life         Path         is         13/4
Your         Birth         Day         is         29
Your         Expression         is         7
Your         Minor         Expression         is         5
Your         Heart's         Desire         is         13/4
Your         Minor         Heart's         Desire         is         12/3
Your         Personality         is         12/3
Your         Maturity         is         11/2
Your         Life         Path/Expression         Bridge         number         is         3
Your         Heart's         Desire/Personality         Bridge         number         is         1
You         Have         a         Karmic         Lesson         2
You         Have         a         Karmic         Lesson         4
Your         Hidden         Passion         is         9
Your         Plane         of         Expression         Physical         is         1
Your         Plane         of         Expression         Mental         is         23/5
Your         Plane         of         Expression         Emotional         is         24/6
Your         Plane         of         Expression         Intuitive         is         4
Your         Balance         is         18/9
Your         Rational         Thought         is         15/6
Your         Cornerstone         is         O
Your         Subconscious         Self         is         7
Your         First         Challenge         is         1
Your         Second         Challenge         is         1
Your         Third         Challenge         is         0
Your         Fourth         Challenge         is         0
Your         First         Pinnacle         (from         birth         until         age         32)         is         3
Your         Second         Pinnacle         (from         age         33         until         age         41)         is         3
Your         Third         Pinnacle         (from         age         42         until         age         50)         is         6
Your         Fourth         Pinnacle         (from         age         51)         is         2
Your         First         Cycle         (from         birth         until         age         32)         is         1
Your         Second         Cycle         (from         age         33         until         age         59)         is         11
Your         Third         Cycle         (from         age         60)         is         1
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INTRODUCTION

About         your         Personal         Reading

This         reading         was         composed         for         you,         Oprah,         and         is         based         on         your         full         name         at         birth,
your         date         of         birth,         and         the         name         you         now         use         to         introduce         yourself         with.         Please
check         your         birth         data         on         the         title         page         to         make         sure         the         names         and         date         of         birth
used         are         correct.

Your         Personal         Numerology         Reading         describes         all         aspects         of         your         chart         as         they         are
understood         in         numerology,         accurately         and         in-depth.         Each         chapter         starts         with         a         short
introduction         telling         you         where         this         particular         number         is         found         and         how         it         affects         you.
This         is         followed         by         the         number         itself.         Often,         you         will         find         a         double         digit         number
followed         by         a         single         digit.         The         meaning         of         your         number         is         then         explained         in         easy         to
read         language.

Oprah,         you         don't         need         to         know         anything         about         numerology         to         be         able         to         enjoy         and
benefit         from         this         reading.

I         hope         you         will         enjoy         your         reading.

LIFE         PATH

If         ever         there         was         a         moment         of         total         transformation,         it         was         the         moment         of         your         birth.
In         that         instant,         you         stepped         through         a         door         in         time         into         a         new         reality,         the         reality         of
human         life.         The         most         important         number         in         your         numerology         chart         is         based         on         the
date         of         your         birth,         the         moment         when         the         curtain         goes         up         in         your         life.

Even         at         that         moment,         you         were         a         person         with         your         own         unique         character,         as         unique
as         your         DNA.         Everything         that         is         you         existed         in         potential,         much         like         a         play         that         is
about         to         begin.         Your         entire         life         exists         as         a         potential         that         has         been         prepared         for.         You
have         ultimate         freedom         to         do         with         your         life         as         you         like:         To         fulfill         its         potential
completely,         or         to         make         some         smaller         version         of         yourself.         It         all         depends         upon         your
effort         and         commitment.         You         make         the         decisions         to         fulfill,         to         whatever         extent,         the
potential         life         that         exists         within         you.         That         is         your         choice.         In         this         sense,         the         possible
you         is         implicit         during         the         moment         of         your         birth.

The         Life         Path         number         gives         us         a         broad         outline         of         the         opportunities,         challenges,         and
lessons         we         will         encounter         in         this         lifetime.         Your         Life         path         is         the         road         you         are         traveling.
It         reveals         the         opportunities         and         challenges         you         will         face         in         life.         Your         Life         Path
number         is         the         single         most         important         information         available         in         your         Personality         Chart!

Your         Life         Path         is         13/4

Oprah,         you         are         practical,         down         to         earth         with         strong         ideas         about         right         and         wrong.         You
are         orderly         and         organized,         systematic         and         controlled,         you         are         decisive         and
methodical         employing         a         step         by         step         rational         approach         to         problems         solving.         Once
committed         you         do         not         give         up         easily!

You         are         not         one         for         "get         rich         quick"         schemes.         Rather         you         use         hard         work         and         long
hours         to         build         a         business         or         career;         you         seek         to         establish         a         solid         foundation.
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Precise,         tenacious         and         persevering,         you         have         great         potential         for         success,         but         only
after         putting         out         effort         and         overcoming         the         limitations         you         so         often         encounter.
Justice         and         honesty         are         sacred         to         you.         You         are         reliable         and         dependable,         a
cornerstone         in         the         community.

Though         not         an         idealist,         you         are         willing         to         work         for         a         better         world         in         a         realistic         way.
However,         you         can         be         rigid         in         your         ideas         and         sometimes         too         quick         in         judging         your
fellow         man.         You         are         loyal         to         those         you         love         and         work         well         with         others.         It         is         important
that         while         being         part         of         a         team         you         have         your         own         responsibility         and         well-         defined
task,         you         perform         better         when         your         responsibilities         are         not         overlapping         with         those         of
others.         You         have         to         be         careful         not         to         be         bossy         and         rude.         You         possess         rare         discipline
and         perseverance         and         not         everyone         can         keep         up         with         you.

Oprah,         you         can         handle         money         carefully         and         like         the         security         of         a         nest         egg.         Your         love
of         work         often         leads         you         into         a         career         early         in         life.         Because         of         your         methodical         nature
you         can         easily         become         rigid         and         stuck         in         convention.         You         can         also         be         overly
cautious         when         changes         are         necessary,         this         can         cause         you         to         miss         opportunities         that
present         themselves.         You         must         cultivate         flexibility         in         your         character.         You         are         well
suited         for         marriage         and         often         become         a         responsible         loving         parent.         However,
anything         that         violates         your         profound         sense         of         order,         such         as         separation         or         divorce
can         be         a         shattering         experience         for         you.         You         easily         become         obsessed         and         even
vengeful,         seeking         your         own         definition         of         justice.

You         are         courageous         and         a         true         survivor.         You         are         a         builder         and         the         foundation         of         any
enterprise.         Your         hard         work         and         practical,         traditional         values         pay         off         to         provide         you
with         the         rewards         you         seek         and         deserve.

Oprah,         your         13         Life         Path         is         somewhat         burdened         by         the         presence         of         a         Karmic         Debt.

Those         with         the         13         Karmic         Debt         will         work         very         hard         to         accomplish         any         task.
Obstacles         stand         in         their         way,         and         must         be         overcome         time         and         again.         One         may         often
feel         burdened         and         frustrated         by         the         seeming         futility         of         one's         efforts         there         may         be         a
desire         to         surrender         to         the         difficulties         and         simply         give         up         on         the         goal,         believing         it         was
impossible         to         attain         in         the         first         place.         Some         with         the         13         Karmic         Debt         fall         to         laziness
and         negativity.         But         efforts         are         not         futile,         and         success         is         well         within         reach.         One         simply
must         work         hard,         and         persevere         in         order         to         reach         the         goal.         Many         highly         successful
people         in         all         walks         of         life,         including         business,         art,         and         athletics,         have         a         13         Karmic
Debt.

The         key         to         succeeding         with         the         13         is         focus.         Very         often,         people         with         the         13         Karmic
Debt         do         not         concentrate         or         direct         their         energies         in         one         specific         direction,         or         on         a
single         task,         but         scatter         their         energies         over         many         projects         and         jobs,         none         of         which
amount         to         very         much.         A         temptation         with         the         13         is         to         take         shortcuts         for         quick
success.         Too         often,         that         easy         success         doesn't         come,         causing         regret         and         the         desire
to         give         up.         The         result         is         a         poor         self-image,         and         the         belief         that         one         is         incapable         of
amounting         to         very         much.

In         order         to         focus,         you         must         maintain         order         in         your         life.         Order         is         essential         to         success.
You         must         maintain         a         schedule,         keep         appointments,         and         follow         through.         Keep         your
environment         neat         and         under         control,         and         never         procrastinate.         If         you         sustain         a         steady
and         consistent         effort,         you         will         realize         much         reward.
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BIRTHDAY

The         day         you         were         born         bears         great         significance         in         understanding         who         you         are         and
where         your         talents         lie.         The         day         of         birth         indicates         some         special         talent         you         possess.         It
is         a         gift         to         you         that         will         help         you         along         your         Life's         Path.         Your         day         of         birth         is         one         of
your         five         Core         numbers         ...         the         Life         Path,         Expression,         Heart's         Desire,         and         Personality
being         the         other         four.         It         is         the         least         significant         of         the         five         numbers,         but         perhaps         the
most         finite,         in         that         it         reveals         a         specific         ability         you         possess         in         a         marked         degree.

Your         Birthday         is         29

You         are         highly         intuitive         and         creative.         Oprah,         your         mind         thinks         in         pictures.         You         seem
to         draw         information         and         ideas         from         out         of         the         sky.

Your         intuition         is         your         gift,         along         with         a         powerful         drive         to         know         the         Oneness         of         all
things.         You         are         so         driven         by         spiritual         pursuits         that         no         matter         what         you         do         in         life,         the
world         of         spirit         and         philosophy         will         be         central         to         your         daily         behavior.         You         feel         linked
with         the         larger         universal         forces,         and         nothing         will         change         that.

You         have         a         fine         mind         and         keen         insights,         but         these         do         not         come         as         a         result         of         logic
or         rational         thought.         You         are         more         likely         to         direct         your         life         by         inspiration,         rather         than
by         calculated         reflections.

On         some         level,         you         know         that         you         are         in         the         hands         of         destiny,         and         that         you         must
surrender         to         the         higher         powers         that         shape         your         life.         You         are         usually         a         late         bloomer.
Your         early         and         middle         30s         tend         to         be         years         spent         in         apprenticeship         and         slow
development.         During         this         period,         you         can         become         frustrated         with         your         progress,         or
the         apparent         lack         of         it.

Oprah,         you         need         to         develop         faith.         You         are         a         highly         charged         person         with         much         to
do,         but         you         must         develop         character         and         sound         judgment         before         you         begin         to         tap
your         true         potential.         Just         as         a         tree         needs         roots         to         grow         tall,         so,         too,         do         you         need         to
develop         depth         of         character         in         order         to         begin         to         expand         in         the         ways         you         desire         and
ultimately         envision.

Your         highly         developed         intuition         makes         you         a         wonderful         counselor,         healer,         or         health
practitioner.         You         have         a         gift         for         inspiring         people.         Many         people         admire         you         without
your         knowing         it.         You         are         a         visionary,         and         others         sense         your         wisdom.

You         are         acutely         sensitive         and         easily         influenced         by         your         surroundings.         You         love
beauty         and         harmony.         You         crave         social         interaction         and         much         attention.         You         can         be
very         emotional,         often         experiencing         extremes         of         happiness         and         sadness.         You         are
usually         too         easily         hurt.         You         get         depressed         easily         and         feel         the         lack         of         confidence
during         times         you         are         in         a         dark         mood.

Despite         your         sensitivity,         you         possess         leadership         abilities.         You         are         modest,
diplomatic         and         polite.         You         have         the         ability         to         persuade,         and         can         be         quite         forceful.

Oprah,         your         high         sensitivity         to         others         makes         you         compassionate,         kind,         and         gentle.
You         have         an         opportunity         for         fame         and         success         as         long         as         you         do         not         pursue         either
as         your         gods.         Look         for         ways         to         help         others         and         convey         a         larger         message,         with
which         you         were         blessed.         This         will         bring         you         the         material         and         social         fruits         you
desire.
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EXPRESSION

Your         Expression         number         reveals         your         physical         and         mental         constitution,         the
orientation         or         goal         of         your         life.         Some         numerologists         refer         to         this         number         as         the
Destiny,         because         it         represents         a         lifelong         target         at         which         you         are         aiming.         You         work         at
fulfilling         this         potential         every         day         of         your         life.         Thus,         the         Expression         number         reveals
your         inner         goal,         the         person         you         aim         to         be.         The         Expression         number         reveals         the
talents,         abilities,         and         shortcomings         that         were         with         you         when         you         entered         your
human         body.         Your         name,         and         the         numbers         derived         from         it,         reveals         your
development,         as         well         as         the         talents         and         issues         you         will         be         working         with         during         this
life.

For         those         for         whom         reincarnation         is         an         accepted         philosophy,         the         vibration         of         your         full
name         can         be         seen         as         the         totality         of         your         personal         evolution,         the         experiences,
talents,         and         wisdom         accumulated         over         many         life         times.         Every         experience,         no         matter
how         great         or         small,         along         this         evolutionary         path         has         influenced         your         development,
and         brought         you         to         your         current         state         of         being.

The         Expression         is         your         being;         the         Life         Path         is         the         major         lesson         you         are         attempting         to
learn         this         time         around.         Time         allows         the         gradual         emergence         of         your         personality.         By
reading         the         Expression         number         below,         you         will         come         to         understand         your         basic
nature         and         the         abilities         and         issues         inherent         in         your         being.

Your         Expression         is         7

Oprah,         you         are         gifted         with         an         analytical         mind         and         an         enormous         appetite         for         the
answers         to         life's         hidden         questions.         You         have         a         strong         interest         in         exploring         scientific
matters,         philosophy,         and         even         mysticism.         You         possess         clarity         and         persistence         in
your         search         for         truth.         You         can         be         a         great         researcher,         educator,         and         philosopher.

You         are         driven         by         a         desire         for         knowledge         and         truth.         You         must         learn         to         discriminate
between         illusion         and         reality,         but         you         are         well         equipped         for         this         task.         Your         fine         mind
offers         you         insight         into         the         veiled         mysteries         of         life.         You         also         possess         a         considerable
amount         of         perspective.         Somewhere         inside         you,         you         are         aware         of         a         peaceful         place
that         you         call         upon         during         difficult         times.

Oprah,         you         need         time         to         be         by         yourself.         Too         much         social         interaction         causes         you
stress.         You         need         your         privacy         and         a         place         that         can         be         shut         off         from         the         hustle         and
bustle         of         life.         You         tend         to         keep         your         thoughts         to         yourself         and         are         secretive.         Unless
your         7         expression         is         balanced         by         extrovert         characteristics         (usually         revealed         by         the
numbers         1,         3,         5,         and         8),         your         introversion         may         pull         you         deeply         within         yourself,         even
cutting         you         off         from         others.

You         have         a         strong         dislike         of         the         superficial         and         mundane.         You         are         often         surprised
by         the         lack         of         understanding         or         depth         of         knowledge         of         others,         many         of         whom         do         not
take         the         search         for         knowledge         as         seriously         as         you         do.         This         can         cause         you         to         be
critical         of         others,         and         even         cynical         about         life         in         general.

The         more         cut         off         from         others         you         become,         the         more         hidden         are         your         motives.         Once
you         develop         understanding         of         people         and         life,         your         advice         and         counsel         will         be
sought         by         those         around         you         who         need         your         wisdom.

You         love         to         specialize         your         knowledge         and         develop         great         depth         within         your         field.
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You         are         a         perfectionist.         You         should         complete         your         studies         early         in         life         and         not         be
driven         too         hard         by         a         desire         to         be         successful.         Let         things         come         at         there         own         pace,         be
open         to         opportunity,         but         remember         your         rewards,         satisfaction,         and         contentment
come         from         a         higher         source.

Sevens         can         be         distant         and         aloof.         When         dominated         by         their         darker         characteristics,
they         can         be         unfaithful,         dishonest,         and         cruel.         Contemplation,         meditation,         and         the
softer,         finer         vibrations         of         life         can         restore         your         sense         of         harmony         and         keep         you         on
the         path         to         peace         and         balance.

You         have         a         logical         mind.         Your         analytical         skills         cause         you         to         approach         a         problem         in
a         detached,         surgical         kind         of         way.                  Researchers,         analysts,         investigators,         inventors,
technicians,         scholars,         lawyers,         bankers,         watchmakers,         priests,         philosophers,
theologians,         and         administrators         in         some         scientific         or         technical         field         are         among         the
vocations         7s         are         drawn         to.

MINOR         EXPRESSION

The         Minor         Expression         number         is         based         on         the         current         (or         short)         name;         the         name
you         now         use         to         introduce         yourself         including         your         last         name.         The         influence         of         the
short         name         is         minor         in         comparison         to         your         full         name.         Interestingly,         the         short         name
often         compensates         in         some         way         for         numbers         (and         their         related         characteristics)         that
are         missing         or         out         of         balance         in         the         full         name.

For         instance,         a         number         missing         in         the         full         name         may         show         up         prominently         in         the
short         name;         or         a         number         (or         numbers)         that         appears         in         excess         in         the         full         name         can
be         compensated         for         in         the         short         name.         If         a         name         change         takes         place         later         in         life
through         marriage         or         for         professional         reasons,         it         adds         or         subtracts         certain         qualities.         It
can         also         focus         and         intensify         existing         characteristics         or         talents         that         may         be         latent.

Your         Minor         Expression         is         5

Your         short         name         adds         considerable         flexibility         and         versatility         to         your         personality.
Oprah,         you         now         enjoy         more         travel         and         adventure.         You         are         more         curious         about
people,         new         places,         and         seek         out         more         excitement         in         life.

You         are         more         dynamic         and         alive.         New         and         original         ideas         come         quicker         to         you.         You
are         a         good         deal         more         creative.         Your         verbal         skills         are         increased         and         your         ability         as         a
salesperson         or         promoter         enhanced.

You         suffer         more         when         confined         by         restricted         spaces         or         rigid         rules.         You         yearn         for
greater         freedom         of         movement         and         expression.         You         are         more         likely         to         strike         out         on
your         own,         with         your         own         ideas         or         methods.

HEART'S         DESIRE

Your         Heart's         Desire         is         the         inner         you.         It         shows         your         underlying         urge,         your         true
motivation.         It         reveals         the         general         intention         behind         many         of         your         actions.
Consequently,         it         dramatically         influences         the         choices         you         make         in         life.         The         Heart's
desire         is         seen         as         part         of         the         larger         picture,         called         the         core         numbers,         which         includes
the         Life         Path,         Expression,         Day         you         were         born,         and         Personality.         But         each         points         to         a
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different         aspect         of         you.

The         Expression         number         reveals         your         talents         and         abilities,         and         your         general         direction
in         life.         The         Life         Path         is         the         central         lesson         you         came         into         the         world         to         learn.         The         Day
you         were         born         is         very         closely         connected         to         your         Life         Path.         It         reveals         specific         talents
you         possess,         which         will         be         helpful         to         you         in         dealing         with         your         Life         Path.         The
Personality         reveals         how         people         tend         to         see         you.         It         also         demonstrates         what
characteristics         you         are         projecting         to         the         world.         The         Heart's         Desire         demonstrates         the
identity         of         the         soul         that         joined         the         earth         ...         you,         the         spiritual         being.

Your         Heart's         Desire         is         13/4

You         like         to         live         a         stable,         well         organized,         life.         You         dislike         sudden         changes,         and
prefer         orderliness         in         all         things.         Oprah,         you         have         a         systematic         mind         that         is         reflected
in         everything         you         do.         You         can         establish         and         maintain         a         routine,         are         exacting         with
details,         and         quite         thorough.

You         like         to         carefully         analyze         a         problem         and         then         tackle         it         in         a         logical         and         practical
approach.         You         want         to         be         dependable,         a         rock         of         strength         and         an         example         of
discipline         for         others.

Work         is         central         to         your         life,         but         you         may         have         a         tendency         to         overdo         it;         you         can
easily         become         a         workaholic         if         you're         not         careful.         You         have         a         great         deal         of         energy
and         can         accomplish         a         lot.

You         want         a         family         and         you         are         a         good         parent.         You         may         carry         the         discipline         and         the
need         for         orderliness         too         far,         especially         in         your         family,         making         children         and         spouse
feel         oppressed         and         limited.         Flexibility         is         your         key         to         harmony         and         balance         in         life.
For         you,         structure         is         more         important         than         freedom,         which         you         tend         to         interpret         as
chaos.         But         others         do         not         have         your         need         for         well         defined         systems,         in         fact,         they         may
feel         deeply         inhibited         and         uncomfortable         with         it.         The         peace         you         get         from         orderliness
may         represent         a         prison         to         someone         else.

Oprah,         you         need         and         want         much         love,         but         you         are         not         very         demonstrative.         You         can
be         a         little         rigid         and         stubborn.

You         are         honest         and         unpretentious.         You         detest         liars         and         affectations.         You         can         be
very         determined         and         tenacious.         You         are         the         bedrock         of         any         enterprise.         You         have
the         courage         to         go         into         the         nitty         gritty         of         a         problem         and         come         up         with         a         solution.         Try
not         to         lose         sight         of         the         larger         picture         and         dream         while         you         plumb         the         depths         of         the
bottom         line.

MINOR         HEART'S         DESIRE

The         Minor         Heart's         Desire         number         is         derived         from         the         vowels         of         your         current         name;
the         name         you         now         use         to         introduce         yourself.         The         current         name         is         a         refinement         of
the         more         complex         qualities         of         your         longer         name         (the         full         name         at         birth).         It         sharpens
and         bundles         the         energies         that         are         reflected         by         your         full         name.         It         intensifies         certain
aspects         of         your         being,         and         de-emphasizes         others.         For         this         reason,         the         short         name
often         provides         insight         into         what         you         truly         want         in         life.         It         also         often         reveals         the         extent
of         your         understanding         of         what         you         want         from         this         life.         It         reveals         both         your         strong
desires,         and         the         limits         you         place         upon         your         potential.
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Your         feelings         about         your         current         name         are         different         from         your         full         name.         It         affects
how         you         feel         about         yourself;         it         changes         your         identity         slightly.

Your         Minor         Heart's         Desire         is         12/3

Oprah,         your         shortened         name         adds         enthusiasm,         creativity,         and         liveliness         to         your
personality.         You         have         a         greater         facility         with         words         and         a         deeper         appreciation         for         the
arts.         Writing,         singing,         acting,         and         dancing         all         come         easier,         especially         if         you         already
have         talent         in         any         of         these         areas.

Your         Minor         Heart's         Desire         encourages         you         to         be         more         social,         more         flexible,         and
fun-loving.         It         makes         you         less         serious.         You         are         wittier         and         much         more         inspiring.         The
3         provides         you         with         uplifting         energy         which         can         motivate         others.

PERSONALITY

Your         Personality         number         is         derived         from         the         consonants         of         your         full         name         at         birth.
Your         Personality         is         like         a         narrow         entrance         hall         to         the         great         room         that         is         your         true
nature.         It         is         those         aspects         that         you         feel         comfortable         sharing         with         people         at         the         outset
of         a         relationship.         With         time         and         trust,         you         invite         others         into         the         deeper         aspects         of
your         nature;         you         reveal         more         of         who         you         really         are,         in         effect,         your         Heart's         Desire,
Expression,         and         so         on.

Your         Personality         number         often         serves         as         a         censoring         device,         both         in         terms         of         what
you         send         out,         as         well         as         what         you         allow         to         approach.         It         discriminates         in         the         kinds         of
people         and         information         you         let         enter         your         heart         and         mind.         For         this         reason,         your
Personality         is         usually         much         more         narrow         and         protective         in         its         definition         than         the         real
you.         It         can         screen         out         some         of         what         you         do         not         want         to         deal         with,         people         or
situations,         but         it         also         welcomes         those         things         that         immediately         relate         to         your         inner
nature.

Your         Personality         number         also         indicates         how         others         perceive         you.         No         one         can         be
objective         about         himself         or         herself.         Even         our         closest         friends         and         relatives         have
trouble         describing         how         they         see         us.

Your         Personality         is         12/3

You         are         highly         attractive.         Many         men         with         a         3         Personality         are         very         handsome;
women         are         often         strikingly         beautiful.         Your         vibration         is         full         of         life.         You         are         uplifting,
inspiring,         and         charming.         You         are         a         fun         person         to         be         around.         Your         wit         and         sparkling
personality         make         you         the         life         of         a         party.         You         are         extroverted         and         optimistic.         You
appreciate         fine         clothing         and         jewelry,         and         enjoy         dressing         up         a         bit.         You         like         glamour,
and         are         sought         after         by         the         opposite         sex.

You         are         a         romantic.         Oprah,         you         fall         in         and         out         of         love         rather         quickly.         You         are
affectionate         and         giving.         Do         not         let         your         charm         be         an         incentive         to         play         too         much.
Work         at         developing         deep         and         lasting         relationships.         You         have         to         avoid         scattering
your         attention         for         popularity.

You         can         be         flippant         about         commitments         and         may         dramatize         or         exaggerate.         Your         wit
can         cause         you         to         rely         too         much         on         superficial,         humorous         conversation.

You         have         a         distinct         "lucky         streak"         that         attracts         many         opportunities         throughout         your
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life.         You         also         have         a         knack         of         promoting         yourself         as         well         as         inspiring         others.         When
backed         up         by         hard         work         and         self-disciple,         these         qualities         almost         ensure         your
success.

MATURITY

Your         Maturity         number         indicates         an         underlying         wish         or         desire         that         gradually         surfaces
around         age         thirty         to         thirty-five.         This         underlying         goal         begins         to         emerge         as         you         gain         a
better         understanding         of         yourself.         With         self-knowledge         comes         a         greater         awareness         of
who         you         are,         what         your         true         goals         in         life         are,         and         what         direction         you         want         to         set         for
your         life.         This,         in         a         nutshell,         is         the         gift         of         maturity:         You         no         longer         waste         time         and
energy         on         things         that         are         not         within         your         own         special         identity.

No         matter         what         your         age         is         at         present,         your         life         is         being         channeled         in         a         specific
direction,         toward         a         very         specific         goal.         That         goal         can         be         seen         as         a         reward         or         the
fulfillment         of         a         promise         that         is         implicit         in         your         current         efforts,         often         without         your
knowing         it         consciously.         While         the         characteristics         of         this         number         are         usually         visible
during         childhood,         we         tend         to         lose         sight         of         these         aspects         until         later         in         life.         But         our
lives         are         always         being         affected         by         this         influence,         nonetheless.

Your         Maturity         number         begins         to         have         a         more         profound         impact         on         your         life         after         the
age         of         35.         The         influence         of         the         number         increases         steadily         as         you         grow         older.

Your         Maturity         is         11/2

As         you         mature,         You         will         discover         that         you         possess         a         growing         talent         for
understanding         and         working         with         other         people.         Your         ability         to         influence         others
through         tact         and         diplomacy         will         grow.         These         talents         will         further         you         along         in         your
career         or         business.         You         will         become         increasingly         shrewd,         and         will         learn         the         art         of
discrimination.         Your         sensitivity         to         the         needs         and         desires         of         others         improves
dramatically.         You         will         be         able         to         evaluate         their         motivations         with         a         growing         clarity
and         uncanny         accuracy.         You         find         you         can         get         more         done         by         persuasion         and         gentle
guidance         than         by         force.

Oprah,         you         may         well         have         to         learn         to         assume         the         role         as         the         power         behind         the
throne.         Your         influence         is         less         public,         and         you         may         not         always         receive         the         public
recognition         you         deserve.         However,         your         satisfaction         comes         from         seeing         the         fruition
of         your         own         ideas         come         about,         the         result         of         teamwork         and         cooperative         efforts.

If         you         already         have         many         2s         in         your         chart,         especially         in         the         core         numbers,         you         may
become         overly         sensitive,         a         characteristic         you         will         have         to         keep         in         check.         If         you         have
few         2s         in         your         chart,         the         influence         of         your         Maturity         Number         will         greatly         increase
your         ability         to         work         harmoniously         with         other         people.

L/E         BRIDGE

The         Bridge         numbers         in         your         chart         are         the         numbers         that         indicate         how         you         can         make
the         relationship         between         the         individual         core         numbers         in         your         chart         easier         and         more
compatible.         Bridge         numbers         have         the         potential         to         "close         the         gap"         between         the         Life
Path         and         Expression         number,         or         the         Heart's         Desire         and         Personality         number.
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In         this         chapter         we         will         explain         what         you         can         do         to         make         your         talents,         strengths,         and
specific         abilities         (Expression         number)         more         easily         available         and         fitting         the         needs         of
your         main         lesson(s),         and         expected         direction         of         growth         (Life         Path).

Your         Life         Path/Expression         Bridge         is         3

Loosen         up         a         bit,         Oprah.         Have         some         fun;         recharge         your         batteries.         Be         more
generous         to         yourself.         Communicate         your         deeper         feelings         without         fear         to         those         close
to         you.         Be         more         creative,         particularly         in         the         areas         of         dancing,         writing,         acting,         or
poetry.         Develop         faith         in         yourself.

H/P         BRIDGE

Several         Bridge         numbers         can         be         found         in         your         chart.         The         Bridge         number         between
the         Life         Path         number         and         the         Expression         number         was         described         earlier         in         your
reading.         The         following         Bridge         number         relates         to         your         Heart's         Desire         number         and
your         Personality         number.         This         Bridge         number,         the         Heart's         Desire         -         Personality
bridge,         explains         how         you         can         make         your         deeper         self         ...         your         needs         and         desires,         your
true         nature         ...         more         aligned         with         the         part         of         your         personality         others         tend         to         recognize
when         they         meet         you.         With         a         little         exaggeration,         you         could         say         that         your         Personality
number         is         somewhat         like         your         mask.         It         is         the         more         superficial         you;         a         protective
shield         and         a         camouflage         of         the         deeper         you.         You         can         easily         imagine         how         much         more
comfortable,         and         less         self-conscious,         the         experience         of         life         becomes         when         your
deeper         and         more         real         you         is         closer         and         more         fitting         to         the         personality         you         reveal         on
a         day         to         day         basis.

Your         Heart's         Desire/Personality         Bridge         is         1

Oprah,         you         should         rely         more         on         your         own         strengths         and         abilities.         Be         more         decisive;
don't         beat         around         the         bush         and         be         straightforward         when         expressing         your         thoughts
and         feelings.         You         need         to         take         charge         more         often.         Get         off         the         beaten         path         and         find
original         ways         of         doing         things.         Do         not         try         to         be         conventional,         or         try         so         hard         to
behave         according         to         the         expectations         of         others.

KARMIC         LESSONS

Numerology         is         based         on         the         understanding         that         we         enter         life         with         certain         strengths
and         weaknesses.         Karmic         lessons         are         areas         that         we         are         currently         weak         in         and         must
be         faced         and         worked         on         in         this         life.         There         can         be         more         than         one         Karmic         Lesson.
These         are         indicated         by         the         absence         of         certain         numbers         in         your         name.

The         letters         and         numbers         of         your         name         point         to         talents         and         abilities         that         you         possess.
These         characteristics         can         be         compared         to         a         workshop         in         which         certain         tools         are
available         to         you.         Missing         numbers,         those         that         are         not         represented         in         the         letters         in
your         name,         imply         tools         that         are         unavailable,         and         must         be         learned         and         mastered
during         this         lifetime.

You         may         well         recognize         your         Karmic         Lessons         as         weaknesses         you         have         learned         to
overcome         in         the         course         of         your         life,         however,         the         challenges         implied         in         your         Karmic
Lessons         will         continue         to         come         up         occasionally         for         the         rest         of         your         life.
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You         have         a         Karmic         Lesson         2

Oprah,         you         must         learn         to         be         more         diplomatic         and         tactful,         to         stay         in         the         background
when         necessary         and         sometimes         to         accomplish         something         without         the         need         to         be
praised         and         rewarded.         Learn         to         be         part         of         a         team.

You         must         learn         to         be         more         sensitive         to         other         peoples'         needs         and         feelings.         You         will
regularly         find         yourself         in         a         situation         where         the         only         road         to         success         is         through
patience         and         attention,         requiring         you         to         work         closely         cooperatively         with         others.

The         effects         of         this         Karmic         Lesson         are         diminished         if         you         have         at         least         one         2         among
your         core         numbers         (Life         Path,         Birthday,         Heart's         Desire,         Expression,         or         Personality
Number).

You         have         a         Karmic         Lesson         4

Oprah,         you         feel         confusion         about         your         life's         direction.         You         will         have         to         establish         a
methodical         and         disciplined         approach.         You         need         to         create         a         foundation         for         your         life.
Otherwise,         you         will         feel         lost         and         tossed         about         by         change.

You         have         trouble         finding         the         work         you         do         best.         You         tend         to         be         somewhat
impractical         and         disorganized.         You         look         for         the         answers         to         life's         problems         outside
yourself,         rather         than         within.         New         jobs         start         off         as         The         Answer,         but         do         not         have         the
same         glamour         for         long.         You         quickly         discover         that         the         new         work         requires         the         same
effort         and         perseverance,         without         the         excitement         you         expected,         which         may         cause
you         to         give         up         too         soon.

Concentration         and         application         need         to         be         strengthened.         The         effects         of         this         Karmic
Lesson         are         diminished         if         you         have         at         least         one         4         among         your         core         numbers         (Life
Path,         Birthday,         Hearts         Desire,         Expression,         or         Personality         Number).

HIDDEN         PASSION

Your         Hidden         Passion         reveals         one         or         more         special         strengths         and         talents         that         you         rely
upon         and         are         available         to         you.         The         Hidden         Passion         represents         your         specific         field         of
expertise,         or         a         concentrated         talent.

Metaphorically,         this         talent         can         be         seen         as         having         a         power         all         its         own         to         shape         your
life.         Its         existence         gives         you         a         strong         desire         to         develop         and         to         express         that         particular
ability.         Having         the         talent         demands         that         you         express         it,         that         you         experience         this         part
of         you,         and         that         you         live         according         to         its         nature.         In         this         way,         the         Hidden         Passion
shapes         your         personality,         and         guides         your         life.

Your         Hidden         Passion         is         9

Warm,         generous         and         compassionate,         you         would         do         well         and         be         quite         happy         in         any
undertaking         that         not         only         supplies         you         with         a         decent         living         but         also         is         for         the         good
of         all.         Oprah,         you         are         artistic,         the         nine         is         responsible         for         many         of         our         creative
geniuses,         however         these         talents         are         often         suppressed,         sometimes         coming         to         the
surface         at         middle         or         old         age.         You         have         a         strong         desire         for         insight         and         universal
knowledge.         You         are         emotional,         your         feelings         are         not         always         sensible         and         they         too
are         often         suppressed.         You         can         get         caught         up         in         dreams         and         ideals         without         being
practical         but         with         enough         fire         and         enthusiasm         to         attract         support.         Your         oratorical
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abilities         save         many         a         situation.         You         are         driven         to         do         your         own         thing         and         are         quite
independent.

PLANES         OF         EXPRESSION

Each         of         us         experiences         life         on         four         different         levels:         with         our         physical         body;         our
mental         faculty;         our         emotional         makeup;         and         our         intuition.         Each         of         these         areas         has         a
specific         means         of         perceiving         information.         The         physical         body         is         capable         of         touch,
taste,         pleasure,         and         pain.         It         provides         us         with         a         sense         of         the         physical         world.         The
mental         body,         like         the         emotional         and         intuitive         natures,         perceives         the         invisible         worlds.
Our         minds         deal         with         the         world         of         thought.         The         heart,         of         course,         is         preoccupied
exclusively         with         the         world         of         emotion.         Our         feelings         teach         us         many         things         about
ourselves         and         about         others.         Finally,         we         have         the         capacity         for         direct         contact         with         the
higher         realms         by         way         of         intuition.         Intuitive         insight         comes         in         a         flash.         It         is         not         rational
...         that         is         the         world         of         the         mental         plane         ...         but         comes         as         if         it         were         placed         at         the
doorstep         of         our         minds.         Intuition,         therefore,         bypasses         all         effort.

These         four         faculties         exist         in         all         of         us.         But         each         of         us         depends         more         on         one         or         two         of
them         for         the         bulk         of         our         knowledge.         Some         of         us         are         possessed         by         our         senses,         while
others         live         almost         exclusively         in         our         hearts,         or         minds.         Numerology         indicates         how         we
as         individuals         function         on         each         plane.         The         letters         of         the         alphabet         are         divided         in         four
categories;         physical,         mental,         emotional         and         intuitive.

The         proportion         of         each         category         in         your         name         gives         a         good         indication         of         which
Planes         of         Expression         are         strongest         in         you,         and         which         ones         are         weaker.         These
Planes         of         Expression         can         greatly         help         you         to         understand         your         talents         and         abilities.

Your         Plane         of         Expression         Physical         1

Oprah,         you         are         active         and         inspiring;         you         are         daring         in         business         and         other         areas         of
life.

You         have         strong         likes         and         dislikes         and         live         according         to         your         opinions.         You         are
charming         and         witty         but         get         bored         easily.         You         work         hard         and         determined         and         are
very         goal-oriented.         You         thrive         on         the         combination         of         enthusiasm         and         challenges,
the         lack         of         which         makes         you         dull         and         disinterested.         You         are         like         a         flare,         burning
brightly         for         a         specific         duration,         but         must         move         on         to         other         projects         in         order         to
sustain         your         excitement.

Your         Plane         of         Expression         Mental         23/5

Oprah,         you         have         a         quick         and         highly         versatile         mind.         You         can         absorb         great         quantities
of         information         quickly         and         retain         the         important         points.

You         are         impatient         with         routine         procedures,         and         will         rebel         if         forced         to         conform         to         any
existing         pattern         for         very         long.         You         like         to         be         involved         in         several         projects         at         the         same
time.         You         are         dynamic         and         resourceful.

Your         Plane         of         Expression         Emotional         24/6

You         are         highly         emotional,         yet         you         possess         a         rare         degree         of         balance         to         which         you
can         turn.         You         love         family         and         close         friends         as         few         people         are         able.         You         worry         too
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much         and         feel         responsible         for         other         peoples         actions.

You         take         justice         and         honesty         with         extreme         seriousness;         however,         you         may         be         too
disciplined.

You         have         artistic         talent.         Oprah,         you         like         to         help         others         more         than         most,         and         are
willing         to         sacrifice         your         own         needs.         You         have         an         ability         for         teaching         and         healing.

You         need         much         love         and         can         give         the         same         in         return.         You         are         highly         idealistic,         and
very         committed         once         you         decide         upon         your         soul         mate.

Your         Plane         of         Expression         Intuitive         4

Oprah,         you         are         traditional         and         like         established         procedures.         You         do         not         feel
comfortable         with         abstract         and         unproven         ideas.         You         prefer         your         ideas         to         be         practical
and         usable.         Your         religious         beliefs         tend         to         be         conventional.

BALANCE

People         experience         different         internal         responses         to         life's         challenges.         Some         withdraw
from         difficult         situations         to         think         them         through;         others         withdraw         from         their         emotions,         to
try         and         keep         themselves         from         feeling         anything.         Some         explode         with         emotions,         but
allow         the         explosion         to         pass         quickly.         Others         linger         with         their         feelings,         holding         on         to
them         well         past         the         time         they         should         have         let         them         go.

Very         often,         these         are         conditioned         or         emotional         responses         that         emerge         without
thought         or         analysis.         Maturity         and         self-development         help         us         to         learn         new         and         more
effective         methods         of         handling         our         world         and         the         problems         we         confront.         Your
Balance         number         provides         you         with         the         guidance         on         how         best         to         deal         with         difficult         or
threatening         situations.

Your         Balance         is         18/9

You         will         find         your         solutions         by         empathizing         with         the         concerns         of         others.         You         have         a
gift         for         understanding         a         wide         variety         of         people         and         seeing         the         broader         picture.         But
too         often         you         retreat         to         aloofness,         a         kind         of         Ivory         Tower,         in         which         you         regard
yourself         as         an         aristocrat,         above         the         masses.

Oprah,         you         will         find         your         solutions         by         coming         down         to         the         practical         reality         where
people         live.         It         is         in         giving         that         you         will         receive.

RATIONAL         THOUGHT

Your         Rational         Thought         number         reveals         what         can         probably         best         be         described         as         the
way         you         think.         Are         you         a         practical,         methodical         thinker,         or         a         dreamer?         Do         you
frequently         allow         your         imagination         to         color         your         perception?         Are         you         unconventional
and         original         in         the         face         of         a         practical         problem,         or         do         you         stick         to         proven         methods?
This         is         the         kind         of         information         revealed         through         your         Rational         Thought         number.
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Your         Rational         Thought         is         15/6

Oprah,         you         are         a         listener,         and         you         tend         to         relate         everything         to         the         effect         it         has         on
others.

You         notice         things         that         escape         others,         but         when         you         try         to         find         solutions,         you         often
focus         on         details,         forgetting         the         larger         picture.         Justice         is         a         major         factor         in         your
thinking,         many         people         in         the         legal         field         have         this         number.

When         it         comes         to         approaching         a         project         or         a         problem         that         requires         insight         into         the
hearts         and         minds         of         children,         very         old         people,         or         anyone         who         is         disadvantaged         in
body         or         spirit,         you         have         few         equals.         You         are         a         natural         defender         of         those         who         can
not         defend         themselves.         Depending         on         the         core-numbers         of         your         chart,         you         may
want         to         consider         a         career         in         the         legal         field,         or         in         the         areas         of         teaching         and         healing.

CORNERSTONE

The         first         letter         of         your         first         name         gives         an         additional         indication         to         your         character,
particularly         as         to         the         manner         in         which         you         approach         opportunities         and         obstacles.
The         first         letter         is         called         your         Cornerstone.

Your         Cornerstone         is         O

Oprah,         you         have         willpower,         religious         convictions,         and         high         moral         standards.         You
are         patient         and         thorough         when         preparing         yourself         for         some         new         venture.         You
respect         rules         and         regulations.         You         are         emotional         and         have         to         guard         against
jealousy.         You         are         given         to         spells         of         brooding         and         imaginings.

SUBCONSCIOUS         SELF

Your         Subconscious         Self         reveals         how         you         react         to         demanding         situations.         It         indicates
your         ability         to         get         the         most         out         of         your         talents         and         opportunities,         especially         when         you
face         new         or         challenging         circumstances.         The         Subconscious         Self         also         reveals         the
areas         of         our         character         that         need         to         be         strengthened.

Your         Subconscious         Self         is         7

You         can         appear         indifferent         to         your         surroundings         and         somewhat         aloof.         You         are
well-balanced         and         can         survive         many         a         stormy         time.         In         time         of         trial,         you         withdraw
within         yourself         finding         solace         and         answers,         in         your         creative         and         analytical         mind.
You         may         be         a         bit         of         a         loner         and         do         not         easily         share         your         feelings         with         others.

CHALLENGES

Each         of         us         is         born         with         both         strengths         and         weaknesses.         Numerology         looks         at         life         as
if         it         were         an         educational         process         that         is         meant         to         bring         out         and         enhance         our         talents,
and         turn         our         weaknesses         into         strengths.         This         serves         to         complete         our         being.

The         job         of         becoming         whole         is         one         in         which         we         must         face         our         weaknesses         and
consciously         work         to         improve         ourselves.         There         are         four         Challenges         to         be         faced
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during         our         lives.         For         many         of         us,         the         same         challenge         is         repeated,         while         others         have
four         distinctly         different         lessons         to         learn.

The         Challenges         on         your         life's         path         provide         specific         lessons         that         you         must         attend         to,
and,         in         order         to         inspire         and         help         you,         life         will         place         you         in         situations         that         require         the
specific         characteristics         of         your         Challenge         numbers.

The         four         Challenges         you         are         required         to         overcome         during         the         course         of         this         lifetime
will         influence         you         during         different         periods         of         your         life,         except         for         the         Third         or         Main
Challenge,         which         lasts         from         birth         until         death.         The         Challenges         are         fluid         periods         of
your         life,         not         confined         to         specific         years         so         much         as         general         periods.         All         of         your
Challenges         are         present         at         birth,         like         actors         standing         in         the         wings.

Your         First         Challenge         is         1

The         duration         of         the         First         Challenge         usually         lasts         from         birth         until         approximately         the
age         of         30         to         35.

You         must         learn         to         be         independent.         You         will         be         forced         to         stand         up         for         yourself         and
your         rights.         You         will         be         faced         with         situations         in         which         you         will         have         to         choose
between         standing         up         for         what         you         think         is         right         versus         giving         in         to         another         person's
demands.         You         will         have         to         struggle         to         strengthen         and         know         your         own         will         power.

You         will         have         to         learn         to         be         firm         and         trust         your         judgment.         Don't         run         with         the         crowd,
be         an         individual.         This         whole         lesson         represents         the         frontiers         of         your         consciousness.
Therefore,         you         will         have         to         experience         much         trial         and         error,         sometimes         exploding
with         bursts         of         aggression,         other         times         being         intimidated         and         letting         frustration         and
anger         build         within         you         until         you         are         ready         to         act         on         your         deepest         instincts.

Oprah,         you         will         learn         your         own         set         of         values;         you         will         develop         into         an         individual         with
original         and         innovative         ideas.         If         you         have         1s         in         your         core         numbers         or         in         your         Hidden
Passion         this         challenge         will         not         be         as         difficult         to         learn,         or         as         strongly         felt.

Your         Second         Challenge         is         1

The         Second         Challenge         usually         lasts         until         the         age         of         about         35         to         40.

(This         Challenge         is         the         same         as         your         First         Challenge,         described         above.)

Your         Third         Challenge         is         0

This         Challenge         carries         much         weight         and         will         be         felt         throughout         your         life.         For         that
reason,         it         is         also         called         the         Main         Challenge.

As         you         master         this         challenge,         your         life         will         come         more         and         more         under         your         own
control.         You         will         incorporate         the         positive         aspects         of         the         challenge         into         your
character.         This         is         its         purpose         in         the         first         place.         Therefore,         there         is         implicit         in         the
challenge         a         chance         for         great         reward.

In         short,         this         may         be         the         secret         to         your         success.

This         is         a         less         demanding         challenge.         Growth         is         allowed         to         take         place         without         one
particularly         serious         obstacle.         This         does         not         mean         that         there         will         not         be         challenges
on         your         path,         but         there         is         no         single         and         consistent         challenge         during         this         period.

Oprah,         you         are         being         challenged         to         stay         faithful         and         focused         on         your         highest         ideals.
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There         is         an         opportunity         to         go         deeper         within         yourself,         and         discover         the         inner         being
that         is         you.

Your         Fourth         Challenge         is         0

The         Fourth         Challenge         is         most         strongly         felt         during         the         latter         part         of         our         lives,
beginning         at         the         age         of         approximately         45.

(This         Challenge         is         the         same         as         your         Third         Challenge,         described         above.)

PINNACLES

The         Pinnacles         are         four         long-term         cycles,         or         periods,         on         our         Life         Path.         Each         Pinnacle
represents         a         particular         lesson         we         are         working         on.         The         first         Pinnacle         usually         lasts
from         birth         to         between         the         ages         of         30         and         35         (your         specific         Pinnacle         periods         are
provided         below).         The         middle         two         Pinnacles         each         last         nine         years.         The         last         Pinnacle
will         stay         with         you         for         the         remainder         of         your         life.         The         Pinnacles         are         very         important.
The         transition         from         one         Pinnacle         to         the         next         is         always         strongly         felt.         Your         Pinnacles
reveal         the         general         conditions         and         events         you         will         experience         during         the         period.         The
Pinnacle         describes         the         atmosphere,         or         the         essential         challenge         you         will         be         faced
with.         You         can         prepare         yourself         for         the         times         ahead         by         knowing         your         approaching
Pinnacle         number.

The         transition         from         one         Pinnacle         to         the         next         is         usually         prepared         for         approximately         2
years         in         advance.         The         latter         part         of         that         two         year         period         is         particularly         strong.         You
will         likely         make         some         life-altering         decisions;         marriage,         job         or         career         change,         or         any
number         of         major         changes         in         your         character.

Perhaps         the         most         strongly         felt         change,         internally         as         well         as         externally,         is         the
transition         from         the         first         to         the         second         Pinnacle.         This         change         usually         takes         place         in
your         late         20s         or         early         30s         ...         the         exact         date         depends         on         your         Life         Path         number         and
is         provided         below.         You         begin         to         feel         the         impact         of         this         coming         change         approximately
two         years         prior.         This         is         usually         a         difficult         transition,         but         once         crossed         usually
provides         a         clear         sense         of         direction         in         one's         life.         It         also         gives         you         a         much         firmer
sense         of         your         identity.         It         is         a         gateway         to         maturity.

Your         First         Pinnacle         (from         birth         until         age         32)         is         3

This         is         a         highly         creative         period.         Oprah,         your         self-expression         is         greatly         enhanced.
Your         creative         and         artistic         talents         will         peak.         You         should         do         everything         possible         to
refine         these         abilities         and         make         the         most         of         them.         Many         under         the         3         Pinnacle         are
drawn         to         writing,         the         theater,         singing,         and         dance.         Your         chances         of         success         are         also
heightened.         Hard         work         in         any         artistic         field         that         one         has         a         talent         for         can         result         in
much         reward.

This         is         also         a         highly         social         and         emotional         time.         You         attract         friends         and         admirers
with         your         charm         and         gregarious         nature.         You         have         the         ability         to         inspire         and         motivate
people.         Your         upbeat         energy         causes         people         to         want         to         work         with         and         for         you.

This         is         a         lucky         period,         as         well.         You         can         overcome         problems         with         considerably         less
effort         than         in         the         past.         All         of         this         can         lead         to         self-indulgence         and         lack         of         productivity.
Life         is         a         little         easier,         which         can         make         you         less         vigilant.         You         need         focus         and
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discipline.         Under         the         influence         of         this         Pinnacle,         hard         work         is         the         key         and         the
challenge         to         making         the         most         of         your         opportunities.

Be         careful         of         impulsive         behavior         or         doing         things         on         a         lark.         You         must         know         your
limits         during         this         period.         Be         careful         of         your         money;         balance         your         accounts.         Guard
against         disorderly         thinking         and         behavior.         Otherwise,         you         may         do         things         you         regret
or         simply         squander         away         so         many         opportunities.         Children         born         under         this         Pinnacle
must         be         disciplined         and         kept         from         being         spoiled.         An         early         education         in         the         arts         will
inspire         the         child         to         make         the         most         of         his         or         her         artistic         talents.

Your         Second         Pinnacle         (from         age         33         until         age         41)         is         3

(This         Pinnacle         is         the         same         as         your         First         Pinnacle,         described         above.)

Your         Third         Pinnacle         (from         age         42         until         age         50)         is         6

Under         this         Pinnacle         you         will         be         very         involved         with         family,         friends,         and         your
community.         Oprah,         you         will         face         an         increase         in         responsibilities         and         duties,         but         you
have         a         greatly         enhanced         sense         of         balance         and         perspective         that         allows         you         to
handle         emotional         issues         well.

Your         family         demands         much         of         your         attention.         Matters         involving         spouse         and         children
require         much         security,         love,         and         sacrifice.         You         are         the         centerpiece         of         your         family,
the         one         people         come         to         for         solace         and         understanding.         You         may         feel         an         increased
burden,         as         you         carry         the         cares         of         many.         You         will         experience         a         deep         sense         of         being
needed.

This         Pinnacle         is         full         of         love,         closeness,         and         warmth,         but         you         must         rise         to         the
challenges         that         close         relationships         bring.         You         must         settle         and         bring         harmony         to
personal         conflicts         between         others.         You         are         often         the         only         one         with         perspective         in         a
conflict.         It         is         as         if         you         are         the         keeper         of         justice,         bringing         understanding         and
compromise         to         situations         that         are         polarized.

Under         the         influences         of         this         Pinnacle,         especially         at         its         outset,         people         are         often
married         or         start         families.         Children         are         born,         in-laws         come         into         your         life.         You         are         the
nucleus         of         a         little         world.

You         must         maintain         your         dignity.         This         is         a         period         that         makes         it         easier         to         sacrifice,         but
you         can         overdo         it,         becoming         a         doormat         for         others         to         step         on         simply         to         maintain         a
degree         of         peace.         Know         your         limits         and         maintain         healthy         relationships.

This         is         a         fine         period         for         growth         in         business         and         financial         matters.         You         attract         people
with         resources         who         can         help         to         further         your         personal         goals.         Moreover,         you         are
balanced         in         your         approach         to         business         affairs.         This         can         bring         many         rewards.

Oprah,         your         heightened         sense         of         harmony         and         your         genuine         compassion         makes
you         an         excellent         counselor         and         healer,         especially         if         you         already         have         native         talent
in         any         of         these         areas.

Personal         health         matters         can         also         surface,         causing         you         to         reflect         on         diet,         exercise,
and         other         health         habits.         Your         desire         to         help         others         is         also         increased.         But         this         can
lead         you         to         poke         yourself         into         situations         where         you         do         not         belong,         or         delve         too
deeply         into         other         people's         personal         affairs.         Be         careful         not         to         meddle         or         interfere.

The         6         Pinnacle         is         a         time         of         progress         and         growth         as         a         full         human         being.         You         are
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capable         of         developing         yourself         in         many         different         directions,         as         a         loving         mate         and
parent;         a         sound         businessperson;         and         as         a         pillar         of         your         community.         The         time
requires         the         balance         you         possess,         since         you         can         easily         stretch         yourself         in         too         many
directions         and         ultimately         feel         burned         out         by         the         demands         in         your         milieu.

Your         Fourth         Pinnacle         (from         age         51)         is         2

This         Pinnacle         causes         you         to         be         extremely         sensitive,         intuitive,         and         full         of         insight.         It         is
a         period         that         requires         patience         and         the         development         of         inner         awareness.         You         are
being         asked         to         use         gentle         power         and         persuasion         to         obtain         your         desired         goals.
Direct         approaches,         forceful         displays,         and         confrontations         will         likely         work         against         you.
You         will         find         the         most         satisfactory         roles         to         be         supportive.         You         are         now         a         gifted
advisor,         a         diplomat         and         a         peacemaker.         Your         insight         into         other         people's         feelings         and
motivations         is         so         acute         that         you         seem         to         be         able         to         see         right         to         the         core         of         things.
But         rather         than         use         these         gifts         to         create         differences         between         people,         you         must         use
them         to         create         peace,         to         mend         rifts,         to         harmonize.

Oprah,         your         challenge         during         this         period         is         to         bring         balance         to         duality         in         every         form,
and         at         every         level.         You         will         recognize         the         value         of         both         sides         of         an         argument         and
be         able         to         see         the         middle         ground         where         peace         can         be         made.         You         can         create         the
atmosphere         in         which         both         sides         can         compromise         and         work         harmoniously.         You         are
the         glue         that         keeps         people         and         important         projects         together.

The         weaknesses         you         must         face         and         overcome         are         too         much         sensitivity.         You         may
be         tempted         to         indulge         your         feelings,         to         be         too         easily         hurt.         You         may         lack
self-confidence,         especially         at         the         beginning         of         the         Pinnacle         when         your         heightened
sensitivity         and         awareness         make         you         conscious         of         your         own         shortcomings.         You         may
succumb         to         fear         and         hesitation.         All         of         this         can         lead         to         emotional         turmoil.

You         need         courage         and         the         willingness         to         reach         out         for         support.         Your         sensitivity         will
make         you         acutely         appreciative         of         beauty         and         harmonious         environments.         At         the
same         time,         you         need         beauty         and         harmony         around         you.

You         have         an         increased         appetite         for         music         and         the         arts         in         general.         You         may         find         that
your         musical         talents         coming         to         the         surface.         If         you         do         not         already         play         an
instrument,         give         in         to         any         inclination         to         take         one         up.         A         person         in         a         2         Pinnacle         who
uses         his         or         her         sensitivity,         understanding,         and         insight         is         very         appreciated         by         others.
You         may         not         fully         realize         just         how         much         others         appreciate         and         respect         you.         This
may         cause         you         to         feel         undervalued,         or         that         you         are         not         getting         the         recognition         you
deserve.

You         appear         shy         and         humble,         particularly         if         this         is         your         first         Pinnacle,         but         inside
there         is         much         pride         that         must         be         kept         in         check.         You         may         want         to         hide         from         the
tumult         of         life,         or         from         difficult         situations.         This         may         tempt         you         to         color         the         facts         in
order         to         protect         harmony.         Be         careful         of         this         tendency,         because         it         often         backfires.

You         have         an         eye         for         precision         and         detail.         Your         taste         in         all         aspects         of         life         is
enhanced         and         you         possess         a         certain         class         that         others         admire.         If         you         make         the
most         of         these         qualities,         your         appearance         is         considerably         improved,         making         you
both         attractive         and         graceful.

The         world         depends         on         those         who         maintain         harmony         and         balance.
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CYCLES

Like         most         stories,         there         are         three         great         divisions         of         our         lives:         the         First,         or         opening
period,         finds         us         groping         to         find         our         true         nature;         at         the         same         time,         we         are         trying         to
cope         with         the         powerful         forces         that         are         present         in         our         environment,         our         parents         and
the         socio-economic         conditions         of         our         family,         for         example.         The         Second         Cycle,         or
middle         period         of         our         lives,         brings         about         the         slow         emergence         of         our         individual         and
creative         talents.         The         initial         part         of         this         cycle,         the         early         and         mid         30s,         represents         a
struggle         to         find         our         place         in         the         world,         while         the         late         30s,         40s,         and         early         50s,         sees         us
with         a         greater         degree         of         self-mastery         and         influence         over         the         environment.         The         Third,
or         final         Cycle,         can         represent         a         flowering         of         our         inner         being,         such         that         our         true         nature
has         finally         come         to         fruition.         It         is         during         this         period         that         one         has         the         greatest         degree
of         self-expression         and         power.

Your         First         Cycle         (from         birth         until         age         32)         is         1

This         is         a         period         of         much         intensity.         It         requires         fortitude,         courage,         and         flexibility.
Oprah,         you         will         be         forced         to         use         every         one         of         your         talents         in         order         to         achieve         your
own         personal         individuality         and         independence.                  This         is         a         period         of         integration         and         a
focusing         on         your         life's         dream.         Your         grip         on         your         direction         will         be         tested,         but
somehow         the         resources         are         available         to         overcome         any         obstacle         and         emerge         from
this         time         all         the         stronger.         It         is         a         time         requiring         independence,         resilience,         and
strength,         but         these         characteristics         become         integral         part         of         your         personality.         This
cycle         marks         a         time         of         progress.

Your         Second         Cycle         (from         age         33         until         age         59)         is         11

A         time         of         spiritual         expansion,         even         illumination.         Oprah,         you         will         grow         in
understanding         and         wisdom.         It         is         not         a         time         to         pursue         material         goals         for         themselves,
but         to         seek         the         higher         human         ideals.         There         is         a         temptation,         however,         to         chase         after
the         infinite         without         grounding         yourself         in         the         practical.         That         must         be         avoided.         Focus
your         studies         and         deepen         your         understanding         to         the         point         that         your         knowledge         can
be         conveyed         to         others         in         simple         and         acceptable         terms.         You         possess         a         message         or
an         ability         that         should         be         shared         with         your         community,         but         only         through         deep
personal         transformation         and         improvement         of         self-expression         can         this         gift         be         given.
The         more         willing         your         are         to         work         on         yourself,         the         more         good         you         will         do         for         the
world         at         large.         For         those         who         accept         and         embrace         this         path,         there         is         much         reward,
including         ample         financial         support         and         even         fame.         There         is         also         the         deeper
satisfaction         of         knowing         that         one         has         made         a         contribution         to         the         advancement         of
others.

Your         Third         and         last         Cycle         (from         age         60)         is         1

(This         Cycle         is         the         same         as         your         First,         described         above.)

We         hope         you         enjoyed         your         Numerology         Reading,         and         would         like         to         ask         that         you
take         a         second         of         your         time         and         rate         the         accuracy         of         the         overall         report.
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It         is         a         single         question,         and         we         hope         it         is         a         little         fun         thing         for         everyone         to         be         involved
in.         We         ourselves         are         curious         about         the         results,         and         hopefully         you         are         as         well.

Please         follow         THIS         LINK         to         take         you         to         our         website.

More         material         from         HANS         DECOZ
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